A comparison of experimental designs for selection in breeding trials with nested treatment structure.
Plant breeders frequently evaluate large numbers of entries in field trials for selection. Generally, the tested entries are related by pedigree. The simplest case is a nested treatment structure, where entries fall into groups or families such that entries within groups are more closely related than between groups. We found that some plant breeders prefer to plant close relatives next to each other in the field. This contrasts with common experimental designs such as the alpha-design, where entries are fully randomized. A third design option is to randomize in such a way that entries of the same group are separated as much as possible. The present paper compares these design options by simulation. Another important consideration is the type of model used for analysis. Most of the common experimental designs were optimized assuming that the model used for analysis has fixed treatment effects. With many entries that are related by pedigree, analysis based on a model with random treatment effects becomes a competitive alternative. In simulations, we therefore study the properties of best linear unbiased predictions (BLUP) of genetic effects based on a nested treatment structure under these design options for a range of genetic parameters. It is concluded that BLUP provides efficient estimates of genetic effects and that resolvable incomplete block designs such as the alpha-design with restricted or unrestricted randomization can be recommended.